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1
First, hold down the  

power button.
Then, the “LOAD” probe  

icon will blink green.
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Open probe. Load probe into 
device. Press measure 

button once to activate.
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Pick up HOME so the back of  
the device is resting in the  

palm of your hand. 
Slide thumb to rest on the side  
contoured edge, so the tip of  
thumb meets the iCare logo.
Your pointer finger will hover  

over the measure button.
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SYMMETRICAL: 

 tilted horizontally
tilted vertically  

Position tonometer in front of  
your eye. Anchor device on your  

forehead and cheek.
Look to the center of the  

green ring and make sure green  
light ring is symmetrical.

Hold your position.
Focus on the center of the green ring.

Press and hold the measure  
button with your pointer finger  

until you hear a long beep.
YOU CAN ALSO PUSH THE  

MEASURE BUTTON 6 SEPARATE  
TIMES FOR MEASUREMENTS.
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Press the Measure button         to measure 
pressure (probe will contact eye during 
measurements). 
Press and hold down the Measure button until you  
hear a long beep to collect 6 measurements in a row  
or press the Measure button 6 individual times to  
collect each measurement separately.  

     PRECAUTION
If an error occurs (two, three or five beeps and the  
probe base light is flashing red), follow the instructions  
in chapter Troubleshooting.

When the measurement ends successfully,  
you will hear a long beep, the probe base light 
will power off, and the Done light illuminates 
with a green check mark. 
If your doctor instructed you to measure both
eyes, repeat steps 1 through 9 for your other eye. 
The probes are single use. Use one probe to 
measure both eyes then discard. Use a new probe 
for next set of measurements.

     WARNING
You should replace the probe if it comes into
contact with your eyelashes or eyelid or you  
suspect it did.

After completing all measurements, power off the 
tonometer by pressing and holding the Power 
button          down for 3 seconds or until you 
hear 3 consecutive beeps.
You can remove the probe after measuring the
eye pressure. Power off the tonometer and allow
the probe to slide out. Place the probe back in its
container and dispose of it in a mixed waste bin.
 

     PRECAUTION
The tonometer will power off automatically if  
unused for 3 minutes. 

Steps
1-10

When you see a  
green checkmark your 

measurement is complete!

Switch eyes and  
repeat steps 3–6.
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Steps
1-10

WHEN MEASURING YOUR RIGHT  
EYE, USE YOUR RIGHT HAND  
TO HOLD DEVICE. SWITCH  

HANDS FOR LEFT EYE.

ONLY USE ONE HAND TO HOLD  
THE DEVICE; OTHER HAND SHOULD  

COVER THE EYE NOT BEING TESTED..

Check the forehead &  
cheek positions are set  
at the correct number  

for both eyes.
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Probe base indicator light is 
solid red. 
Cause: Tonometer is not held 
straight.

Probe base indicator light is 
flashing red and you hear:
2 beeps - Tonometer is not 
correctly aligned or probe hit
eyelid or eyelash.
3 slow beeps - Tonometer is
too far from the eye.
5 fast beeps - Tonometer is 
too close to eye or probe hit
eyelid or eyelash. 

Probe base indicator light is 
flashing red and REPEAT  
light on the back panel is 
flashing and you hear 2 
beeps.
Cause: Eye recognition failed 
or too much variation
between measurements. 

Probe base indicator light is 
flashing red and SERVICE  
light is flashing and you hear 
2 beeps.
Cause: The probe or probe 
base is dirty or damaged. 

BATTERY light is flashing.
Cause: Battery power is low. 

ERROR MESSAGE

TROUBLESHOOTING

BLINKING RED LIGHT = ERROR CODE

Look at the display panel and listen 
for cues. Check steps 3-5. Press the 
measure button on top to clear the error. 
See page 18 in patient guide for more information.

!

For more information, scan, call 888.422.7313,  
or email infoUSA@icare-world.com 
www.icare-world.com/USA 
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